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PT BAYAN RESOURCES TBK v BCBC SINGAPORE PTE LTD & ORS  (P44/2014)

Court appealed from:	Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Western Australia  
	[2014] WASCA 178

Dates of judgments:	25 September 2014

Special leave granted:	13 March 2015

The appellant (“Bayan”) is a company incorporated in Indonesia.  The first respondent, BCBC Singapore Pte Ltd (“BCBC”), is a company incorporated in Singapore.  The facts of the case concern a contractual dispute between the companies for a monetary judgment in the High Court of Singapore (“HCS”), whereby BCBC had commenced proceedings against Bayan alleging breach of contract.  No judgment has been obtained from the High Court of Singapore.  The cause of action being litigated by BCBC against Bayan in the High Court of Singapore could not be litigated in Western Australia.
Prior to commencing proceedings in the HCS, BCBC obtained interim freezing orders in the Supreme Court of Western Australia pursuant to Order 52A of the Rules of the Supreme Court 1971 (WA) (“the Rules”), restraining Bayan from transferring its Australian shares.  

At trial, Le Miere J ordered the continuation of the freezing order over Bayan's Australian assets.  His Honour held that Order 52A was supported by the Supreme Court's inherent jurisdiction under the Supreme Court Act 1935 (WA) and the Supreme Court's rule making powers conferred on it by the Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cth) (“the FJA”).  The FJA provides a framework for the registration and enforcement in Australia of certain foreign judgments and empowers the Supreme Court of each State and Territory to make rules of court prescribing matters necessary or convenient for carrying out or giving effect to the FJA.  

On appeal below, the critical issues were whether Order 52A was beyond the statutory powers granted to the Supreme Court under the FJA or its inherent jurisdiction under the Supreme Court Act 1935 (WA).  Bayan contended that the Supreme Court did not have inherent or statutory power under Order 52A to make a freezing order as no substantive proceedings had been or were to be commenced in the Supreme Court and no judgment had been made in the foreign proceedings.  Furthermore, Bayan asserted that the existence of such power would be inconsistent with the FJA for the purposes of section 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution.  

The Court of Appeal (McLure P, Buss and Murphy JJA) unanimously held that the Rules were valid insofar as they empower the Court to freeze local assets ahead of a possible foreign judgment.  The Court held that Order 52A is not inconsistent with the FJA as the FJA did not prescribe the processes or requirements for the enforcement of foreign judgments.

Bayan has filed a Notice of a Constitutional Matter in this Court.  The Attorneys-General of the Commonwealth, Victoria and Queensland are intervening in the appeal.

The grounds of appeal include:

	The Court below erred when it held that Order 52A of the Rules, to the extent it authorises the Supreme Court of Western Australia to make a freezing order in relation to a prospective foreign judgment to which Part 2 of the FJA extends, and where no substantive proceedings, apart from the application for the freezing order, have been or are to be commenced in the Supreme Court, and there is no judgment in the foreign proceedings:


	is within the inherent jurisdiction of the Supreme Court; and


	is not inconsistent with the FJA for the purposes of section 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution; and


	further to (a) and (b) above, is not ultra vires section 17 of the FJA and section 167(1)(a) of the Supreme Court Act 1935 (WA).



MOUNT BRUCE MINING PTY LTD v WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY LTD & ANOR  (S99/2015)
WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY LTD v MOUNT BRUCE MINING PTY LTD & ANOR  (S102/2015)

Court appealed from:	New South Wales Court of Appeal
	[2014] NSWCA 323 and [2014] NSWCA 425

Dates of judgments:	16 September 2014 and 9 December 2014

Special leave granted:	15 May 2015

In 1969 joint venturers Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd (“Hancock”) and Wright Prospecting Pty Ltd (“Wright Prospecting”) (but together, “Hanwright”) obtained occupancy and mineral exploration rights over areas of land designated as Temporary Reserves (“TRs”) in the Pilbara region of Western Australia.  In 1970 Hanwright entered into an agreement (“the Agreement”) with Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd (“HI”) and Mount Bruce Mining Pty Ltd (“MBM”).  That agreement provided that MBM acquire from Hanwright “the entire rights” to some of the TRs, such areas to be known as the “MBM area”.  Clause 3.1 provided that MBM would then pay royalties to Hanwright on “[o]re won by MBM from the MBM area”.  The phrase “by MBM” included “all persons or corporations deriving title through or under” MBM.

The ensuing years saw various steps taken by MBM, HI and other companies, involving TRs, mining leases and mineral leases, which altered the rights and interests in the land the subject of the Agreement.  Certain areas of the land came to be known as “Channar” and “Eastern Range”.

In 2009 Hanwright sued MBM for unpaid royalties on ore that had been obtained from Eastern Range and from (disputed parts of) Channar.  MBM contended that arrangements made since the Agreement had the effect that Eastern Range was not part of the MBM area within the meaning of the Agreement.  MBM also contended that the companies obtaining ore from Channar (one of which was loosely related to MBM) did not have title that could be characterised as having been derived through or under MBM.

On 30 May 2013 Justice Hammerschlag ordered MBM to pay Hanwright more than $130 million (comprising royalties and interest), upon finding in favour of Hanwright in respect of both Eastern Range and Channar.  His Honour found that the “MBM area” referred to the physical areas of land delineated by the TRs referred to in the Agreement, not to the rights in respect of such land.  Justice Hammerschlag held that the companies obtaining ore from Channar had in effect derived title “through or under” MBM, due to a close practical connection between the rights exercised by those companies and the rights obtained by MBM from Hanwright under the Agreement.  MBM duly appealed.

The Court of Appeal (Macfarlan, Meagher & Barrett JJA) unanimously allowed MBM’s appeal in relation to Channar but dismissed it in relation to Eastern Range.  Their Honours found that references in the Agreement to “land” and to “rights” were plainly to two distinct concepts and that it was the former which applied to the “MBM area” in clause 3.1, despite the latter’s role in the meaning of “royalty”.  The Court of Appeal held that the title (being usage rights, in the context of mining) to Channar held by the companies obtaining ore from that land could not be traced to any title once held by MBM.  This was due to a 3½ year hiatus in mining rights, between a cancellation of TRs held by MBM and an acquisition of new TRs by another company, without evidence of any transaction connecting the acquisition with the cancellation.  The Court of Appeal then ordered MBM to pay Hanwright $89 million in royalties and interest, being the amount that had been determined by Justice Hammerschlag in relation to Eastern Range.

In matter number S99/2015 (the MBM appeal), the grounds of appeal include:

	The Court of Appeal erred in finding that, on the proper construction of the Agreement, MBM is liable to pay royalty to Hanwright on ore won from the land known as Eastern Range.


In matter number S102/2015 (the Wright Prospecting appeal), the grounds of appeal include:

	The Court erred [54] – [63] MBM (No.1) in construing the phrase “all persons or corporations deriving title through or under the Purchaser to any areas of land……” incorporated by reference into clause 3.1 of the agreement between Wright Prospecting, Hancock, HI and MBM dated 11 March 1970:


	without having regard to the commercial object and purposes of that agreement; and 


	without having regard to the text and commercial context of the Agreement, including the terms as incorporated.


In matter number S102/2015 (the Wright Prospecting appeal) Hancock also filed a Notice of Cross-Appeal, the grounds of which include:

	The Court of Appeal should have held that the fact of subsequently holding a mineral exploration or mining tenement over any part of the areas described as the “MBM area” in the Agreement, together with a status of being part of the same corporate group as MBM in the circumstances found by the trial judge, was a sufficient relationship or connection to meet the description “successors ……or ……deriving through or under [MBM]”.


On 19 June 2015 Perron Iron Ore Pty Ltd filed a summons, seeking leave to intervene in both matters.


